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WITH the dust having settled on arguably the most thrilling
season since the late eighties Formula 1 has become firmly
entrenched on the minds of sports fans throughout the world.
The battle for the title saw four drivers in contention until the
dying moments of the year with Sebastian Vettel crowned a
deserving champion in Abu Dhabi.

What made the season so exciting? The white hot
competition at the front of the field was unparalleled in recent
years and this competition led to mistakes from all concerned
that will lead Fernando Alonso, Lewis Hamilton and Mark
Webber to look back on 2010 with a tinge of regret for what
might have been.

Contrasting races open the season
The season started in Bahrain with an uninspiring race but

from that moment onwards fans were treated to a fantastic
spectacle, and fantastic racing. These are some of the most
significant moments of 2010.

After the Bahrain boredom Australia provided the antidote
with one of the best races of all time. A shower just before the
start of the race saw everyone start on intermediate tyres
before changing to slicks by the 10th lap. Jenson Button pitted
before the rest of the field and quickly got up to speed. The
world champion moved through the field and his gamble paid
off with the McLaren driver running second after the pitstops.
Button took a thoroughly deserving victory after Sebastian
Vettel retired from the lead.

The Malaysian race saw Red Bull show their true pace for
the first time. Mark Webber started from pole position but left
the door open into turn one and Vettel charged through to
take the lead and his first win of the year. The performance of
the Red Bull in race trim showed just how dominant the team
could be on occasions in 2010 with third placed Nico Rosberg
left for dead. Webber and Vettel enjoyed a clear 0.3s
advantage per lap in Sepang.

Arguably the most incendiary incident of the season took
place in Turkey. With the Red Bull drivers running 1-2 Webber
was told to save his fuel and reduce his engine revs. At the
same time Vettel, chasing down his teammate, was told to
drive flat out. On the back straight Vettel used his extra speed
to get a terrific slipstream from Webber and made his move.
With the cars side by side Vettel started to edge towards
Webber and the pair clashed. Vettel was removed from
contention immediately and Webber was only able to hobble
to a third place finish behind the McLaren drivers.

Team orders take centre stage
The spectre of team orders hung heavy over 2010. The

clashing Red Bulls in Turkey showed the danger of leaving
both drivers free to race. Silverstone would be the nadir of
Red Bull’s driver decisions and the relationship of each driver
to the team once more come to the fore. With a newly
developed front wing in use for the British GP each driver had
one wing to last for the weekend. After Vettel’s failed in the
morning session the team decided to take Webber’s wing and
give it to Vettel, based on the championship standings heading
into the weekend. Coming so soon after the Turkish incident
and a lack of public support from the team in his favour,
Webber now felt that his place in the team was perfectly clear.
He emphasised this on the team radio after winning the race
by saying “not bad for a number two!”

While Silverstone was significant in terms of team orders
the German Grand Prix took the matter to a much higher level.
After making a storming start Felipe Massa led the race ahead
of teammate Alonso. The Spaniard was their principle title
challenger but the decision to order Massa to let Alonso
through was handled so badly by the team that this incident
did much to lose public favour for Alonso’s title challenge.
While the decision can be understood, the manner of it, and
indeed the teams public statements thereafter, did little to
calm the storm of public disapproval towards the Prancing
Horse.

Throughout the summer Alonso stalked his way back into
contention and while Germany was not forgotten his
performances at Monza and Singapore were of the highest
calibre and showed once more showed how complete a driver
he is. Vettel came to that final race in search of a miracle and
with his rivals in the mid field he took full advantage with a
flawless drive to clinch his first title, and cap off a truly
remarkable year.
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GREYHOUND RACING DUNDALK STADIUM

By Joe Carroll

ANOTHER fastest-of-the-round run
keeps Anhid Rico in pole position
going into this Saturday night’s semi-
finals of the An Cu Veterinary 525, at
Dundalk Stadium.

The Armagh dog was the only first
round contestant to break the 29-
second barrier, and in this session,
for which the track was running
slower, he posted a 29.21.

Trained in Lurgan by Mickey Duffy
for Brian O’Neill, the son of Goldmine
Ramble and Anhid Reta had the
inside and was led by Black Nancy
until they got to the end of the back
straight. He went on at this point,
and running a fine home straight got
to the line almost four lengths clear
of Richard Kearns’ Black Nancy.

This win, his third, kept the Duffy
dog’s unbeaten career record intact.
Mossrow Tito took third to qualify for
the penultimate round.

Recording 29.45, Lively Flyer was
next best on the clock. Seamus
Lanney’s runner, who scraped into
the second round having finished
fourth first time out in the Brian
Jones-sponsored competition, made
up a lot of ground on the fast-
starting Zingers Gold and Skryne
Nightmare.

The Razldazl Billy dog was still
trailing turning for home, but he was
clearly going better than the two in
front, and a driving finish got him
home with a half-length to spare
from Zingers, with Skryne holding
out for third.

Wonder Girl, who justified odds-on
favouritism, was another to keep an
unbeaten run in the competition in
place. Brian Robinson’s bitch,
however, had to overcome first bend
trouble to make it.

The daughter of Westmead Hawk
and Star Model wore the red sheet
and had plenty of ground to make up
on Kiltrough Tom after negotiating

the first turn. She got alongside the
early leader between the last two
bends, and from there went on to win
by three lengths from the Drogheda
runner in 29.59. Longstone Hawk was
a further length-and-a-half back in
third.

Odds of 8/1 are rarely available
about one of Sean Muldoon’s, but
that was the reward for followers of
Sean’s Co Tyrone kennel in the fourth
and final heat. His Tinas Return was
well back in the betting as the
sponsor’s Gilford Driver and
Dundyven Joe vied for favouritism,
but in the race the Premier Fantasy
bitch was always to the fore.

She trailed Claristown Eamon
going down the far side, but then
took over, and had enough in hand to
repel the late challenge of Dundyven
Joe, who had completely missed the
break. There was just over a length in
it in 29.68, with Skryne Princess,
another to run on, taking third.

The graded part of Saturday’s card

threw up the two fastest times for
the standard distance, both coming
at the tail end of the meeting. Lady
Panache, now representing Tina
McGrane’s Kells kennel, was tops with
a 29.05 run.

This lassie is owned by that great
enthusiast, Irra Rogers, from
Dundalk’s Hill Street, and she made
every post a winning one to get
home a length clear of her nearest
rival.

Belrobin Mentor won for Kilkerley
brothers, John and Tommy Woods,
leading all the way in a sprint, while
Hugh Markey, from Doyles Fort
Grove, shared in a double with his
long-time buddy, Newry’s Peadar
Woods.

The lads first of all collected with
the choicely-bred Maytown Ruler, a
speedy winner over the 400, and
were then back in the winners’
enclosure, this time with Share
Recovery, successful in a 525.

Rico goes faster than the others once again

MARTIAL ARTS XTREME MARTIAL ARTS CLASSES NOW AVAILABLE

MAS-F is now certified as Ireland’s
only official XMA training centre

By Gary McLaughlin

JUST over a month ago, the
Martial Arts School of Fitness
received a further boost when it
was named as Ireland's only
official Xtreme Martial Arts
training centre.

Wayne Rutherford, owner and
chief instructor at the Dundalk
based centre was awarded
official accreditation from the
XMA to teach a brand new
syllabus.

Unlike some other forms of
martial arts, Xtreme Martial
Arts is a life skills and leadership
training programme that fuses
martial arts styles, dance,
gymnastics and performing arts.

There is no self-defence
application, no contact and no
physical engagement between
students.

For Wayne, it was a natural
progression for the club to start
teaching the new art form that
has become a smash hit in
America.

After undergoing a course run
by XMA creator, Mike Chat, who
is a seven-time National and
World Forms and Weapons
Champion, Mike Chat, Wayne got
accreditation as Ireland's only
official XMA instructor.

As a result, Wayne is now
qualified as Ireland's only XMA
coach and already classes have
started in MAS-F in Joceyln
Street.

“In XMA, we teach life skills
and it is all based on a word of
the month, such as self-control,
honour and goals. We always had
forms and weapons classes here,
so it was a natural progression to
bring in XMA to further develop
the students.

“I got my qualifications from
the leader of XMA, Mike Chat,
who has taught many movie
stars in the art – such as the cast
of the Karate Kid etc.

“This is the first time that
there has been a syllabus and we
can teach it at MAS-F.”

For parents looking at XMA, it

is a new exciting alternative to
gymnastics, dance or the
performing arts. It does have
Martial Arts techniques, but for
anyone who does not like
physical contact, then this is for
them as there is no physical
interaction of techniques
between students.

It can also be helpful for those
who are looking to get into
performing stunts in movies or
television.

“Some parents sent their kids
to kickboxing and karate and
they have other kids who love
performing or gymnastics, so the

XMA could be a class for them to
go to whilst their other child goes
to a different class here at MAS-
F. Also, any parents that have
kids with a lot of energy, this is
the class for them as it is high
energy.”

Over the past seven years
XMA has grown from an idea
into to a network of over 900
schools with millions of fans,
followers and students.

XMA has evolved from the
ancient form of self-defense, the
modern martial arts movement
is now more about sports and
entertainment, though still
remaining true to its five-
honored principles of power,
grace, discipline, concentration,
and respect.

XMA is a mixture of virtually
every martial arts style blended
together with high-flying
acrobatic and gymnastics and
the hottest Hong Kong “Chop
Saki” action.

About how it is taught, Wayne
said: “It's all about attitude and it
is great for peoples confidence
and development. We educate
and challenge students to
implement these life skills
throughout their personal and
educational experiences through
role playing and specific social
situations in which they can be
applied.”

Classes are available for ages
6-12 and upwards. Call Wayne
Rutherford 086-2522721 for more.

Wayne Rutherford, Founder and Chief Instructor of the Martial Arts
School of Fitness is now teaching XMA at this club.

Local instructor now qualified to teach XMA


